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ABSTRACT

Brujas of Yesterday, their Legacy Today

By
Maggi Delgado

Advisor: Shawna Brandle

Brujas of Yesterday, their Legacy Today (http://brujasofyesterday.com/) explores the impact of
witch narratives on the lives of Latin American women. This bi-lingual interactive space collects
both myths passed down through generations, ones still taught today, and stories of real women
who bear the consequences of the legendary bruja character. Like witch hunts of women who did
not fit the model of a “good woman,” the now correctly named femicides are examples of the
prevailing misogynistic and anti-feminist rhetoric plaguing Latin American cultures diasporas.
With a digital interactive map and timeline, the project aims to breathe new life into these old
tales, bring awareness to the real-life women who dare break from the mold, and how we are all
reclaiming our magia today.
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“you can tell the deepest truths with the lies of fiction”
― Isabel Allende
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Dedicated to the mujeres I know and those I don’t. For the real ones that raised me with stories of
struggle and resilience. For those who filled the pages of my favorite books with magic and
bravery. For those mujeres that die for us to live today.

Para mi mama॔
Valiente, Mágica y Poderosa
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A note on technical specifications
Brujas of Yesterday, their Legacy Today, is accessible through any web browser. The
Wordpress-powered site has six sections. The “About the Host” section details the author’s
previous education and projects and the personal motivation for this project. The “About this
Project” describes the three main interactive components of the site, including the map, the
timeline, and the educator’s resources.
Storymap is composed of an interactive map created using the open educational resource
Knightlab JS. There is an informational key at the beginning of the map. It also includes arrows
on either side for users to advance or return to their journey. Users are welcome to use the
markers (icons on the map) corresponding to the key at the beginning to travel across the Latin
American map.
The Timeline section also includes pieces made with the Knightlab tools. This one uses similar
colors and fonts as the map to indicate a relationship between the types of stories told. The
timeline has a forward and back arrow for guidance and a slider at the bottom for easy access and
self-guided navigation.
Educational resources are under “Storytelling tools for all.” There are three main subsections: the
open education guide on co-creating, creative ideas on using the site as a template for in-class
and semester-long projects, and a brief guide on other digital tools for storytelling. Though made
with teachers in mind, this section encourages everyone visiting the site to explore the power of
narratives, tell their own stories, and use digital data visualization tools to show the real-life
effects of stories.
In the spirit of digital humanities, the site is under a creative commons license and provides a
section for collaboration. Everyone is welcome to add to the stories and legacy of the brujas of
yesterday and the women reclaiming their magia today.
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Project Summary: Goals and Outcomes
The Brujas of Yesterday, their legacy Today, chronicles the tales of the supernatural, wise,
sometimes terrifying flying creature known as a bruja and the lives of the women that suffered
the consequence of being of the same gender as this one. The project aims to showcase the
intersection between myth and reality through an interactive map, a timeline, educational
resources, and space to contribute. Scholars and educators of such topics as women and gender
studies, storytelling: mythology and folklore, the history of Latin American, and digital
humanists will benefit from this project as it draws from various disciplines.
Initially, the project sought to use Tableau as its primary interactive data visualization tool and
Github as its hosting site. However, due to the time constraint and wanting all or most tools to be
open for contributors, scholars, and educators, WordPress and Knightlab tools became the best
alternatives. As an open educational resource, the reclaimed hosting site uses open-source digital
tools such as Knightlab and images from the Wikimedia Commons, a media file repository.
There are many stories to tell, and choosing an attribution non-commercial international common
license, will allow users, especially educators, to distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon the
work.
The engaging map of Latin America was constructed using Knightlab. Knightlab is a collection
of open and easy-to-use tools led by students at Northwestern University. Guided by the Gender
Equality Observatory for Latin America and the Caribbean report on the highest cases of
femicides in 2020 and the most prevailing witch stories in Latin America, the map points to
Mexico, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Panama, Peru, Brazil, and the Dominican Republic.
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Knightlab allows users to explore each country which features two points of interest, one
summarizing a
fictional tale of a witch, another honoring the memory of a fallen young woman who, similar to
the witch, was a victim of misogynistic practices. Both feature the unfair portrayal of women
guided by fear in society. While the first stories are constructed as cautionary tales and
dichotomize the “good” vs. “bad” woman, the subsequent reports note women similar to the
character of La Bruja, who operated outside of what society deems “good” or appropriate for a
woman. For example, Solsiret Rodríguez from Peru, a young mother who is an activist, feminist,
and participant of the #niunamas movement, was murdered by a woman who disagreed with
these activists and deemed her “less” of a woman. The slides are brief but full of detail in written,
visual, and auditory mediums. Each slide also contains links for further exploration. Users are
also free to explore at their own pace and content by following the key symbols presented at the
beginning of the map.
To further highlight how these stories contribute to the overall image of women in society and
potentially how this view has influenced the treatment leading up to the rise in femicide cases is
a Knightlab Timeline. The information here travels from before the colonization of Latin
America to the present day. The indigenous people of Latin America, Mayan, Incas, and the
Tainos, crafted unforgettable and essential oral stories that propelled their societies forward.
These stories included goddesses and shape-shifting women who represented their values, fear,
and power and dictated the role of women. As the user moves forward on the timeline, they
would notice how these stories changed to symbolize the new imposed Christian values of
Spanish society and the repercussions for women, especially those who dare be independent.
Following along, audiences find the defining moments that bridge a connection between the 15th
2

and 16th centuries witch hunts, which we consider femicide today, and the ongoing gender-based
violence in Latin America. Building upon the map, the timeline features a reclaiming of the word
Bruja, the laws that finally acknowledged these actions as crimes, and the protests that bring
awareness, foster community, and give voice to the women of Latin America.
Not only is Knightlab open source, but the tools are also easy to use, especially for a project that
welcomes contributions. The map and timeline allow for multimedia integration, including
images, video, and podcasts. The tool also provides flexibility in choosing colors and fonts that
add to the tone and themes featured, enhancing that user’s experience.

Brujas of Yesterday: Origins and Sources
Though the exact origins of the word bruja or witch are not known, according to National
Geographic En Español, the term has Latin connections to voluxa meaning to fly, and the Celtic
word brixta, meaning spell. The article clarifies that the word has pre-Christian origins, and its
definition changes over time. El Castellano, a page all about the Spanish language, indicates that
the meaning changed from “wise woman” in the Celtic culture to a more sinister meaning during
the medieval and inquisition period of “women with supernatural powers who made a pact with
the devil.” The research encountered popular sites involving culture, travel, and folklore. The
sites show that these witchy tales still occupy a special place in Latin American narratives. There
are blogs like kiskeyalife’s blog ( 10 Weird But True Myths In The Dominican Republic) and
The Melting Pot blog (Panamanian Myths and Legends ). Also Youtube channels like
ExpedienteX and Entre Leyendas. All demonstrate how prevalent these stories are, how most
people in Latin America know these from childhood, and how influential they have become.
These stories have gained various interpretations from written short stories, movies, and even
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television series such as Invisible City and Siempre Bruja. We also see these stories and themes
depicted in popular music, like in the Mexican rock band Mana’s Hechizera and Ricky Martin’s
La Vida Loca. In “Bruja Positionalities: Toward a Chicana/Latina Spiritual Activism,” Irene Lara
examines Ricky Martin’s famous song and how this one describes the power of a woman and
how this one is interchangeable with that of a witch. Making this direct connection and
solidifying the impact of these fictional narratives. Lara notes,
“It is not a coincidence that this number one hit represents the culturally familiar image of a
bewitching racialized and sexualized Latina, an image not only palatable but also delectable to U.S.
music marketers and consumers during the so-called cultural "Latino boom." Indeed, the opening
lines of this song make use of familiar gendered western symbols of evil and primitiveness: "She's
into superstitions/ Black cats and voodoo dolls/ I feel a premonition/ That girl's going to make me
fall (Lara, 17).”

Crediting one country for a specific story proved challenging as most stories had mixed origins
and various versions across Latin America. La Lechuza and La Carreta sin Bueyes are two
examples of having origins in North and Central America. However, each story has a similar
description of the witch character and similar messaging. One of the recurring themes in these
stories is that of caution against anything anti-christian, including not baptizing young children
and having sex before marriage. As seen in Panama’s Las Hechiceras, another theme is women
trying to gain power through acts of darkness and pacts with the devil, reflecting societal fear of
women gaining independence. Lastly, one that harkens to men’s freedom is the theme of revenge.
La Mona Bruja and La Uma are tales of women wronged by men and how they use their power
to enact acts of violence as a consequence. It is no surprise that some of these narratives appear
on sites like Cristian and MJ Spookytales Podcast and channels like The After Midnight Show
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operating under the genre of horror. Though not included in the project, these sources also make
room for similar myths. La Llorona(The Crier) is about a mother forever grieving the loss of her
children and taking newborns as her own. La Sucia (The Dirty One), details the story of a young
woman who falls into a deep depression after being denied marriage because she was unbaptized,
forced to roam the streets in dirty clothes looking for the man she lost. These stories do not
include witches or magic but similar themes and sentiments. The stories show how narratives
shape what a woman is, what she is supposed to be, and the consequences of not following
society’s expectations. Users are welcome to contribute other significant stories, and the new key
could be included in the map indicating relevance between the themes and characters.
A fascinating aspect of these stories is how they are used to mold society. In his book
Irresistible Fairy Tale: The Cultural and Social History of a Genre, Jack Zipes describes how
essential stories are, “Units of this information gradually formed the basis of narratives that
enabled humans to learn about themselves and the worlds that they inhabited…People told
stories to communicate knowledge and experience in social contexts. (Zipes, 15)” Irene
Silverblatt’s book Moon, Sun, and Witches: Gender Ideologies and Class in Inca and Colonial
Peru speaks specifically about how these narratives were a tool to reshape indigenous societies,
especially the role of women,
“The Incas did not know Christ, but worshiped the Sun as father and their dead kings as
ancestor-heroes. Even more startling, and perhaps even more damning, women worshiped the Moon
as a mother while venerating Inca queens, her closest daughters, as founders of female dynasties.
Confirmed! The devil must be at work. And, of course, as the Spanish expected, he had to work
through the most wretched and vulnerable of society, poor women who joined his ranks as witches.
Moon, Sun, witches—these gender ideologies shaped and were shaped by the experiences of
Andean women and men whose social universe was fractured by class (Silverblatt, xix).”
5

An example of this is the story La Lechuza. Owls were associated with the god of rain, wisdom,
and death in both the Aztec and Mayan cultures. Women born on the day of rain were said to
possess shapeshifting powers. Carla Menacho’s “The Magical World of Healers and Witches: A
Study on Indigenous Mayan Women's Spiritual Rituals, Practices, and Beliefs from Mesoamerica
to Today'' speak on how these abilities went along with women’s role as healers, midwives, and
priestess. Silverblatts details how these stories and other beliefs changed during colonization.
The changes evoked suspicion and fear of women and how these affected their roles and position
in society.
Another notable example of the influence and power narratives have over the day to day of
societies is Reina Gattuso’s “The Chocolate-Brewing Witches of Colonial Latin America.” The
piece details how women were the primary handlers of chocolate until the inquisition. During
this time, women were accused of using the substance to seduce and poison. The accusations led
to women’s unfair treatment and persecution, primarily those who made their living through
chocolate. These ladies were usually women of mixed race and African descent, working single
women, and poor women who made their living via chocolate. They were accused of witchcraft
and imprisoned.
While the interactive map dives into both fictional and real stories, mixing beliefs and practices
with factual reports on crimes, the timeline shows progress, and it ends on a positive note.

Femicide and Gender Violence: Stories told through Empathy
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As explained in the Spanish language articles, La Caza de Brujas de Ayer, el feminicidio de hoy
by Helena Bayona and Aurora Diaz Obregon and La salvaje violencia contra las brujas: el
antiguo feminicidio que aún sucede en nuestros paises by Jesus Moreno, there are many parallels
between the unfair and unnecessary witch hunts of the 14th and 15th centuries and the continued
gender-based violence and femicide of today. The time notes that femicide specialist Diana
Russell first popularized the term at the Tribunal on Crimes Against Women in 1976. In 1992,
she further categorized them as “the misogynous killing of women by men.” Mexican Feminist
activist Marcela Lagarde brings this definition to Latin America (Saccomano, 5).
The timeline relies on the “Theories of femicide and their significance for Social Research”
article to note the evolution of the word femicide and the efforts many have made to define it in
the legal arena. This work by Consuelo Corradi from Italy, Chaime Marcuello-Servos from
Spain, Santiago Boira from Spain, and Shalva Weil from Israel, was essential as a framework
when looking through news reports and popular articles about femicide and gender-based
violence. The argument here fosters a better understanding of how these narratives only
amplified the already, and still ongoing, social and political inequality in patriarchal societies.
The study, which details the controversy over acknowledging femicide crimes, pathed the way to
inquire about the laws and political movements in Latin America that aim to correctly classify
and punish these crimes.

Their Legacy Today: Reclaiming our Magia and Teaching Forward
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As a digital humanist, it was imperative to construct an open space and disseminate these stories
with empathy. Therefore, Brujas of Yesterday, their Legacy Today, allows users to comment,
share, and contribute. The site also provides links for further research and credit to creators.
When deciding on the victims’ stories, it was essential to gather information from established
news sites from each country in its original language. However, these stories are now worldwide,
and each one has a link to an English-language news article for further examination. The
snapshot description of each narrative balances factual and sometimes gruesome, detailed
information while remaining respectful of the victims and their families. A trigger warning
allows users to proceed with caution and understand that the horrific specifics of the crimes
highlight the particular acts of violence that help identify and classify femicide cases.
“Storytelling is important to understanding not only how narrative ﬁgures in everyday life
but also how it ﬁgures in efforts to bring about social change.” Polletta, Francesca. It Was
Like a Fever: Storytelling in Protest and Politics
Aside from encouraging users to participate, it is essential that after diving into impactful stories
of femicide, audiences also see how narratives influence social change. The timeline showcases
the progression of femicide in social and political circles. It also demonstrates the reclaiming of
the word Bruja. As evident in Brujas del Mar, a feminist activist group in Mexico, the symbol of
the witch is now synonymous with empowerment. Users notice how popular media has
reconstructed the witch’s character. Television series and movies are reshaping our view with a
more complete and dynamic portrayal of the bruja. The timeline also highlights the aftermath of
the narratives inside the story map. Worldwide attention to these crimes has led to protests,
changes in legislation, and the formation of agencies to decrease femicides. In the vein of
reclaiming and contributing to open spaces, the site brings together a list of documentation and
8

media used and open educational resources for educators wanting to use digital tools to continue
Brujas of Yesterday or create something new alongside their students. On the site’s Educator’s
Resources, audiences will find an educator’s guide to collaborating with students and open
resources for digital storytelling such as Canva, Voyant, Knigtlab, Omeka, Audacity, and many
others. Educators can also download a project guide on using the site and the sources. Teachers
are encouraged to explore the impact of brujas in other parts of the world and how stories, both
fictional and real, influence movements for social change.
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